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Abstract

Grace Melbury occupies a special place among Thomas Hardy’s
female  protagonists  for  her  unique  ways  of  thinking  and  complex
personality. The Woodlanders presents the dilemma of a woman caught
between the two worlds—a rustic world of Hintock and urban world.
She  keeps  oscillating  between  her  primitive  yearnings  and  modern
knowledge of newly acquired tastes. Uncertain of her rational inclination
and primitive feelings, she chooses a wrong direction. Her marriage with
Dr. Fitzpiers turns out to be disastrous as he appeals to the superficial
layer of her being which is at war with her essential self.  A woman-
entangled in the mesh of uncertainty and apprehensions- loses her hold
on rational as well as irrational side of her psyche; hence leading to her
ultimate  failure.  Apparently  conforming  to  social  norms,  she  proves
herself to be inherently antagonistic to them. This paper explores the
underlying reasons that account for Grace’s psychological complexity.
The psychological probing is undertaken to show her complex mental
make up which is the root cause of her anxieties and frustration.  

Keywords: Grace  Melbury;  Dr.  Fitzpiers;  Felice  Charmond;  Social;
instinctual; Modern; Primitive.

Introduction

The  Woodlanders presents  the  dilemma  of  a  woman  caught
between  her  primitive  yearnings  and  modern  knowledge  of  newly
acquired tastes. Born in the rustic setting, she abandons her home and
goes to urban schools only to bring restlessness and frustration on her

1 Thomas Hardy. The Woodlanders(London: Macmillan and Co Ltd, 1964) p.306
All subsequent references to the text of this edition are shown parenthetically by characters WL and
page numbers and are incorporated into the text of the paper. 
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return. She is deluded into thinking that she is happier than the simple
country folk of Hintock but it  is the other way around.  She remains
ignorant and uncertain of her motives until the reality dawns upon her
bringing her the anxieties of modern age of which she is the product.
Grace  Melbury’s  psychological  preoccupation  with  social  propriety
lends complexity to her philosophy of life. Roger Robinson says that the
root  cause  of  tragedy  in  Hardy’s  individuals  is  over  evolution  of
consciousness  which  brings  pain  and  suffering  to  those  with  ‘over
evolved sensitivity (139). Grace is doomed because of her over evolved
sensitivity to social norms.  Thomas Hardy projects this viewpoint by
juxtaposing two characters to highlight the contrast between primitive
and  modern  world.  Kitawaki  Tokuko  sees  Grace  as  a  weak  and
unimpressive character who is ‘suffering from the conflict of the two
worlds’  as  she represents  primitive and modern world in  her  person.
(129-130). Contrasted with Grace Melbury in The Woodlanders is Marty
South  whose  plain,  simple  nature  doesn’t  put  her  into  the  trouble
destined for Grace alone. Grace Melbury is situated by Hardy very very
precisely  between  the  two  groups  of  simple  woodlanders  and
sophisticated  urban  interlopers’  (Harvey  78).  Though  equipped  with
fashionable  ways  of  the  modern  world,  she  tries  to  retain  primitive
influences which she has accumulated from Little Hintock. To Edward
Neil, race Melbury seems to be a complex character who is ‘particularly
good at not knowing her own mind – that Sherton “finishing school”
might  really  have  finished  her  off  after  all,  and  she  is  described  as
“caught  between  two  storeys  of  society”  (313).  The  question  arises
whether Grace’s wretchedness can be attributed to the external variables
and environment or her own intrinsic nature? The paper highlights the
reasons that account for her ultimate doom. 

Social self versus instinctual self 

The lethal combination of instinctual and social in Grace is the
root  cause  of  her  psychological  turmoil  and  ambiguities.  Grace  is
apparently a product of refined and cultured world who is set against
Marty only to show her antipathy for her acquired social consciousness,
education, civility and tastes. Initially, she likes Giles Winterborne—a
simple  rustic  character  and  her  sense  of  social  propriety  clouds  her
judgement at this point which she realizes later. It is her marriage with
Dr. Fitzpiers, a representative of the urban world, which strengthens her
conviction in the shallowness of social values and leads her astray in the
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choice  of  companion.  Her  fidelity  to  Fitzpiers  does  not  elicit  the
response she desires from her husband which her unfaithfulness to him
stirs easily; Fitzpiers’ infidelity makes her see the folly of her decision
and brings to the surface that part of her which is unknown to herself,
that is, her instinctual self. 

She had made a discovery—one which to a girl of her
nature  was  most  appalling.  She  had  looked  into  her
heart,  and  found  that  her  early  interest  in  Giles
Winterborne had become revitalized into growth by her
widening perceptions of what was great and little in life.
(WL 227)

Her instinct asserts itself when she is utterly disillusioned with
her marriage and turns to Winterborne to revitalize her passion. She is
driven  to  him by recognizing  her  natural  affinity  with a  man whose
warmth and regard for her is camouflaged beneath his uncouth manners.
Her smouldering instinct comes to the surface. 

Grace’s initial preference for a socially convenient match brings
disillusionment and misery for her. Her transitory admiration for social
propriety sinks with the first blow of Fitzpier’s infidelity. She chooses a
well-versed man of science and aesthetics: ‘a young surgeon springing
out  of  relics  so ancient  was  a  kind of  novelty she  had  never  before
experienced’ (WL 167). This man could give his wife a social identity
and could satisfy her intellectual queries, but he is incapable of making
an appeal to the depths of her being—her existence. Giles Winterborne,
on the other hand, fascinates that part of her which she initially refuses
to acknowledge. She experiences mood-swings which she herself cannot
logically describe.  She is,  initially,  enamoured with Dr.  Fitzpiers and
goes into that state of mind which can be best described as infatuation
till  she reaches  a better  understanding of  what  her heart  desires.  His
presence  stirs  her  feelings  which  would  normally  subside  with  his
removal  from her  sight:  ‘he  impressed  Grace  as  a  man  who  hardly
appertained to her existence at all.’ she sees him as something beyond
herself ‘one outside her mental orbit’ (WL 172). She does not want to
marry Mr. Fitzpiers keeping in view her own social standing. She tells
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her  father  ‘I  wish  not  to  marry  anybody;  but  I’ll  marry  Giles
Winterborne if you say I must as an alternative’ (WL 174).

Disregard for apparent social exactness vanishes as time passes
by and instinctual affinity with Winterborne reasserts itself in the course
of  the  events.  Advised  by  her  father,  Grace  encourages  Winterborne
when she decides to obtain divorce so that no time is wasted after she is
released from Fitzpiers. Winterborne and Grace ponder over their future
prospects in the Abbey after which Winterborne invites her to dinner.
Being the wife of a refined doctor,  she feels out  of  place in the inn;
Winterborne  gets  embarrassed  on  perceiving  her  discomfort  and
immediately realizes his mistake in bringing her down to that tavern.
She could not explain to him ‘that it was her superficial and transitory
taste which had been offended, and not her nature or her affection’ (WL
294). 

Grace  seems  to  be  passionate  in  her  utterances  and  actions.
Presence of Fitzpiers and Winterborne evoke passionate responses in her
stagnant world and it proves to be like throwing a pebble in a pool of
water.  It  is Grace’s passion alone which propels her into the arms of
Winterborne and in  her  girlish innocence she asks  him whether  it  is
possible  for  her  to  be  really  free  of  marital  obligation  or  not.  The
passionate embrace makes her forget her status for a while till  she is
informed by  her  father  that  she  belongs  to  Fitzpiers  irrevocably.  On
receiving  a  letter  from  Fitzpiers  ‘Grace’s  pool  like  existence  was
disturbed’ (WL 304) and she is distressed to hear that he might come
back to claim her again, and desperately wants to escape him somehow.
She confesses to her father that she loves Winterborne irrespective of the
fact whose wife she is, or whose wife she is not! It is simply beyond her
to deny him the second time when she has got the opportunity to fulfill
the desire of her heart. ‘I cannot help that; and I have gone further with
him than I should have done if I had known exactly how things were.
But I do not reproach you’ (WL 302). 

Hardy presents his own dilemma in the delineation of Grace’s
character who combines her modern and acquired tastes with primitive
longings—the combination  which smacks of  destruction and distress.
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She  is  prone  to  give  way  to  wavering  impulses  when  the  delicate
equilibrium between rationality and emotions gets disturbed. 

In  the  darkness  of  the  apartment  to  which  she  flew
nothing could have been seen during the next half-hour;
but from a corner a quick breathing was audible from
this  impressionable  creature,  who  combined  modern
nerves with primitive feelings, and was doomed by such
co-existence to be numbered among the distressed, and
to take her scourgings to their exquisite extremity (WL
306).

Lack  of  moderation  leads  Grace  to  make  extreme  decisions.
Instinct gets the better of Grace’s social propriety when she escapes to
Winterborne  to  liberate  herself  from  the  bondage  of  Fitzpiers.  She
realizes  that  she  had  made  a  terrible  mistake  in  choosing  what  was
socially appropriate and degraded herself by complying with her father’s
wishes.  She  confesses  her  intense  passion  for  Winterborne  and  her
revulsion for Fitzpiers: '…You [Winterborne] know what I feel for you
—what I have felt for no other living man, what I shall never feel for a
man again. But as I have vowed myself to somebody else than you, and
cannot be released, I must behave as I do behave, and keep that vow...,
but I have promised and I will pay' (WL 316). On her husband’s arrival,
she  immediately  quits  the  house  and  takes  refuge  in  Winterborne’s
cottage who is driven to death due to the chill of violent storm outside,
though  she  yearns  to  let  him  stay  in.  It  is  only  too  late  when  she
abandons her sense of social propriety and becomes herself ‘Come to
me, dearest! I don’t mind what they say or what they think of us any
more ’(WL 319). She longs to reunite herself with Winterborne who is
almost beyond her grasp now. In case of Fitzpiers, her infidelity wins
what her devotion towards him as a dutiful and affectionate wife could
not procure. 

Paying  heed  to  instinct  reveals  Grace’s  irrationality  and
unconventionality. Mr. Melbury’s bitter reproaches for her imprudence,
in fleeing the house and giving herself up to Winterborne, manifest his
resentment  for  her  smouldering  instinct  and  inappropriate  behaviour.
Her absence for four days shows her disregard for family’s honour and
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her own reputation. She is more herself while with Winterborne: ‘Her
heart rose from its late sadness like a released bough;…, the veneer of
artificiality  which  she  had  acquired  at  the  fashionable  schools,  were
thrown off, and she became the crude country girl of her latent early
instincts’(WL 213).

Social  propriety  proves  to  be  suffocating  for  Grace;  her
repressed instincts symbolically die their natural death when they are not
given social sanction. The vitality of her life vanishes once Winterborne
is snatched away and it is signified by his death in the cold storm. She
tells  Fitzpiers  after  reconciliation  that  she  would  go  with  Marty  to
Winterborne’s  grave  because  of  the  devotion  she  feels  for  him.  She
makes a bold confession that her ‘heart is in the grave with Giles.’(351)
and she considers him as her betrothed lover forever after. In Melbury’s
opinion Garce hates all refinement, artifice and culture which she has
acquired in the town; she longs to be like Marty South with no conflict
to burden her mind. 

Grace is doomed because she takes too long in recognizing her
instinctual desire. When she is confronted by Mrs. Felice Charmond, her
husband’s mistress, during her walk in the woods, she is horrified to see
that ‘product of civilization’ (WL 244). An alternative interpretation can
be that Grace is reluctant to acknowledge that aspect of her character
because  of  her  social  conditioning.  Her  instinctual  ‘self’  lies
camouflaged  behind  the  veil  of  conventions.  Grace  is  horrified  on
confronting Mrs. Charmond in the woods as if ‘wild animal’ is startled
at  its  own reflection  in  the  mirror:  ‘…Was it  really  Mrs.  Charmond
speaking to her thus? If it was, she could no longer form any guess as to
what  life  signified?’  (WL 244).  The  comment  made  by  the  narrator
about Grace is self- revealing in this context: 

‘a woman who, herself,  had more of Artemis than of
Aphrodite  in  her  constitution’.  This  is  a  baffling
comment because under her seemingly docile surface,
wild  passions  smoulder.  Although  they  belong  to
opposite sides of the marital fence, Grace is really more
kin  to  Felice  than  is  commonly  realized.  This  is
brilliantly  suggested  by  the  encounter  in  the  woods
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where Grace, on accidentally meeting Mrs. Charmond,
‘stood like a wild animal on first confronting a mirror.’
Mirrors are self-reflecting, and this interview represents
‘like meeting like’—Mr. Melbury’s shrewd comment on
an earlier Grace—Felice meeting (Dutta 83).

 Grace Melbury discovers the truth when she has already lost her
love.  The feeling of  remorse occasioned by Winterborne’s  death and
Grace’s over evolved social consciousness make her situation worse.

Nature is  represented in  its  pure form in the  figure  of Marty
South. She is not only a country girl of fragile constitution but also a
true  complement  to  Winterborne  in  the  essence  of  her  being.  They
understand the secret language spoken by Nature which no other person
could speak or get. She is stable and consistent in her ways as nothing
could diminish her  love and devotion for Winterborne even after  his
death. She does not have worldly cares, any social aspiration or inner
conflict to tear her soul apart. She can be identified with woods, trees,
seasons and everything that lasts. 

It  is through Marty’s revelation alone that  Fitzpiers comes to
know that the woman he is infatuated with, does not have chestnut hair
and locks of hair belong to Marty who dispatches a letter to disclose the
secret keeping in view Grace’s agony. This revelation leads to a bitter
quarrel  between  Fitzpiers  and  Mrs.  Charmond,  hence  leading  to  the
separation of the two lovers. Mrs. Charmond’s death ensues thereafter at
the hands of one of her abandoned lovers in Germany. Marty remains
devoted to Winterborne even when Grace,  pressurized by her family,
rejoins Fitzpiers. Standing by the grave of Winterborne, Marty ‘looked
almost like a being who had rejected with indifference the attribute of
sex  for  the  loftier  quality  of  abstract  humanism’(WL379).  Among  “
Hardy’s  ‘female  characters,  Guerard  places  Marty  alongside  Tess  as
‘Two  Pure  Women’;  Millgate  ‘sees  Marty  as  ‘  a  kind  of  moral
touchstone of her world while Brown finds her ‘the most moving’ of
Hardy’s character, who incarnates the finest part of country attitudes”
(qtd in Dutta 70).
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Conclusion

Rationality and emotions co exist  in a human being and it  is
difficult to maintain balance between the two. The sway of one or the
other complicates one’s position in life. Among three female characters
in The Woodlanders, it is Grace alone who bears the burden of existence
and is  doomed by the co existence of ‘modern nerves with primitive
feelings’ (WL 392). Marty South and Mrs Felice Charmond are too plain
to be the victims of fate. They are not torn by any conflict that could
jeapardize their existence. Marty represents nature in its pure form while
Mrs. Felice Charmond represents biological instinct. Grace is a mixture
of both wherein lies the tragedy of her being. Grace doesn’t recognize
her natural affinity with Winterborne and her sense of social propriety
ruins her essential self. Self realization comes but it costs Winterborne’s
life. 

This  paper  is  based  on  my unpublished  Ph.D research  thesis
submitted  to  the  Department  of  English  and  Applied  Linguistics,
University of Peshawar  
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